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introduction

This paper explores the history and archaeology surrounding the life of a Chinese immigrant, 
Chan Dah Chee,1 who rose to prominence as a market gardener and successful businessman in 
Auckland during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Chan Dah Chee’s story is one that reflects the flexibility and motivation to succeed that was 
necessary in a town where he did not have the benefits of an established Chinese community and 
its associated networks. In order to achieve his goals he developed strategies to both manipulate 
traditional Chinese cultural values and to subtly subvert European principles while in an often 
hostile social environment.

Historical archaeology and its “democratizing power” (Wylie 1999: 23) can provide 
visibility to people who were marginalised in society, bringing forward the lives of those who 
could not, or did not, leave written records of their daily activities, or those who have been 
misunderstood and/or misrepresented in historical accounts. It is a challenge for historical 
archaeologists globally to reveal meaning from collections of mass produced material culture, and 
an approach that investigates the “seemingly little and insignificant things” (Deetz 1996 [1977]: 
259) that abound in historical archaeology is both appropriate and necessary if we are to 
contribute actively to a greater understanding of the individuals, households, communities and 
industries that made up historic New Zealand. One such marginalised group in New Zealand 
society were the Chinese immigrants of the 19th and early 20th centuries who were subjected to 
a number of discriminatory practices and restrictions. The Chinese fruit and vegetable growers of 
Auckland, for example, were frequently criticised for taking business away from Europeans as 
well as for perceived immoral behaviour.

The archaeology of the Overseas Chinese was first addressed in New Zealand over 25 years 
ago with a focus on South Island gold mining sites (Ritchie 1986). However, Chinese sites in the 
North Island have been largely neglected, together with urban sites and non-gold mining rural 
sites associated with Chinese occupation (Ritchie 2003). Lydon’s comprehensive investigation of 
urban Chinese, though located in The Rocks in Sydney, Australia, rather than in New Zealand, is 
one exception to this pattern (Lydon 1999).

The area of Chan Dah Chee’s first market garden in Auckland was known as Kong Foong 
Yuen 江风园 or the “Garden of Prosperity” (New Zealand Herald 18 September 2009). It lay 
beneath Carlaw Park on Gillingham Street in Grafton, and was excavated in 2007 prior to site 
redevelopment. The area, including the coastal foreshore of Mechanics Bay, had, by the mid-19th 
century, become the site of much of Auckland’s industry. In 1843 James Robertson established a 

1 He is also known as Chan Dar Chee but was, and often still is, referred to as Ah Chee. His name has been spelt in 
various ways over the years, however the spelling used here reflects the pronunciation Chun Daat Jee favoured by 
Bruce Ah Chee, grandson of Chan Dah Chee.
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rope-making factory and in 1844 Low and Motion’s flour mill was built nearby. In the 1860s it 
was also the site of a tannery run by the Ireland Brothers (Bader and Adamson 2011). From as 
early as the 1870s Chan Dah Chee began growing vegetables there to sell to Auckland’s residents. 
It was a wise decision economically, as the site’s proximity to both the central city and surrounding 
residential suburbs made it an ideal base for his fledgling business, which started with a single 
house and developed into a substantial precinct. Linking recorded assemblages to specific 
Chinese households in cities has been problematic, possibly due to transient lifestyles, rubbish 
collection or, in the Sydney case, cleaning up The Rocks after the 1901 plague (Lydon 1999: 91). 
Being able to associate Chan Dah Chee’s family specifically to Kong Foong Yuen makes the 
results from this excavation all the more important, and poignant, both from an archaeological 
perspective, as well as for his descendants today.

Figure 1 Site location.
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In this paper we will examine the archaeology of Chan Dah Chee’s garden at Carlaw Park 
(Figure 1), with a particular focus on the material culture, and show how this reflected his efforts 
to find a place for himself and his family in Auckland and New Zealand society. Of particular 
importance was the concept of guanxi in family and business relations, defined as a network of 
contacts tied together by bonds of obligation and reciprocity (Yang 1994). Strategies for upward 
mobility were grounded in aspects of traditional Chinese social organisation and this was crucial 
to the development and success of Chan Dah Chee’s business enterprises. These aspects of 
Chinese culture and identity are described here through the material manifestations of foodways, 
display, medicinal treatments, recreational activities and traditional practices regarding the layout 
of identified buildings and associated curtilage.

the chinese diaspora

In the mid-19th century political and economic disruption in China, combined with the discovery 
of gold overseas, prompted many Chinese to seek their fortunes through emigration (Ng 2003). 
This exodus stemmed mainly from the Guandong (Kwangtung) province in the south of China and 
spread widely, to the United States, Canada and Australia as well as to New Zealand. The region 
of Guandong was a competitive environment with a tradition of migration, widespread commerce 
and a strong lineage organisation (Liu 2002: 23). The Zhujing River Delta was one of the richest 
agricultural areas in China, and immigrants were most likely driven by the potential for upward 
mobility at home that temporary emigration abroad could provide (Liu 2002: 26). This Chinese 
diaspora has been the subject of scholarly research for some time (Voss 2005) and has led to a new 
level of understanding of the lives of the people that made up the Chinese overseas (Wegars 1993).

The first influx of Chinese arrived in New Zealand in December 1865 after the discovery of 
gold in Central Otago. By 1867 there were 1213 males and six females in the country, mostly in 
the Otago goldfields (Statistics New Zealand 1995: 1). Most of these were Cantonese, from 
Guandong province, and they were mostly small farmers rather than gold miners, used to frugality, 
hardship and manual labour. These Cantonese gold miners in Central Otago fit the characteristics 
of sojourners as “distinctive strangers” (Ng 2003: 23), retaining connections to their homeland, 
with no desire to settle permanently and who, through frugality and thrift, were able to send or take 
money back home. However, to describe all Chinese immigrants in the 19th century as sojourners 
is to oversimplify their situation (Reeves 2010). Ng (2003: 23) points out that the issue with 
Chinese sojournism is that their frugality accumulates capital, therefore extending their economic 
power and ability to create successful businesses, which then fosters thoughts of staying and 
settling. Both Reeves (2010) and Ng’s (2003) comments regarding sojournism and the adaptive 
and changing nature of the Overseas Chinese reflects the revisionist approach of historians (e.g., 
Liu 2002) who argue that Chinese immigration and culture “is varied, adaptive, sophisticated, 
multi-faceted, and layered in meaning” (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004: 238). The experiences of 
Chan Dah Chee typify these complexities of Chinese migration, as he arrived in New Zealand as 
a sojourner, accumulated wealth and status, settled in New Zealand for a long period of time and, 
although he eventually returned to his homeland, many of his family stayed on permanently.

There has been a tendency for archaeologists to reinforce a model of movement from 
sojournism to permanent migration through the study of adaptation and acculturation, with earlier 
investigations into the archaeology of the Chinese focussed on studying ratios of Chinese to 
European cultural materials. This assumes that “changing proportions of artefacts are equated with 
cultural change” (Lydon 1999: 190), representing the gradual acculturation and assimilation of the 
Chinese into European culture. From this it follows that the proportion of Chinese artefacts in an 
assemblage represents social distance between Chinese and Europeans (Lydon 1999: 190). The 
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study by Neville Ritchie (1986) of the Chinese at the Central Otago goldfields is explicitly a study 
using this model of looking at adaptation and acculturation amongst the migrants. Lydon, among 
others (e.g., Praetzellis et al. 1987), critiques this acculturation and adaptation approach and 
advocates an approach where the proportions of artefacts often represent interaction rather than 
social distance. She argues for the “need to understand the particular context of material culture in 
creating identity, recognise its dynamic and manipulable character, and to explore its strategic 
symbolic meanings” (Lydon 1999: 191). Praetzellis and Praetzellis (1997) recognise this, and in 
their study of the Sacramento Chinese merchants show how non-Chinese artefacts were used not 
only out of practicality, but as part of a traditional strategy that was used to develop and maintain 
a system of interpersonal relationships particularly expressed through the concept of guanxi.

chan Dah chee: towards prosperity and growth

Chan Dah Chee arrived in Auckland in the late 1860s with his two brothers after originally setting 
out from China for the goldfields of Central Otago. Family sources state they were extremely 
seasick and so left their boat when it stopped in Auckland and decided to stay. The older brother left 
shortly afterwards and returned to China (Lee and Lam 2009). A return of the number of Chinese 
in New Zealand in 1871 showed only two residing in Auckland; it is probable that this was Chan 
Dah Chee and his brother (AJHR 1871 H5a: 13). It is not clear whether they had arrived under the 
bonded credit-ticket system, described below, but they were clearly free enough to be able to leave 
their ship and take their chances in Auckland even if they owed money back in China. From the 
time of Chan Dah Chee’s arrival it is believed that he worked as a gardener, and in the 1870s he was 
a familiar sight as an itinerant fruit and vegetable seller along the foreshore area of Mechanics Bay, 
Parnell and Lower Queen Street (Lee and Lam 2009; Auckland Star 7 January 1929: 11).

Chan Dah Chee’s first recorded market garden was established on 7¼ acres (2.9 ha) of leased 
land in Gillingham Street, Parnell (now Carlaw Park Avenue). Although family history records 
Chan Dah Chee growing vegetables on the land as early as the 1870s, official land registry records 
show that the land was not formally leased to him and Ah Sec until August 1882, the same year he 
was naturalised, meaning the land was possibly used on an informal basis up until that point. Kong 
Foong Yuen was located in a sheltered valley with a northerly aspect that had once been a swamp, 
with the Waipapa Stream, fed through springs in the Auckland Domain, flowing through it.

Trading as Ah Chee & Co, his first fruit shop was started in 1880 at 13 Lower Queen Street 
and by 1894 it had expanded to include imported Chinese groceries and merchandise. This 
remained his main shop until closing in 1928. Chan Dah Chee’s granddaughter Alice Wong recalls 
a total of six shops owned by him in Queen Street (Lee and Lam 2009). Before long the business 
had grown sufficiently large for him to invest in a fleet of carts for transportation of his produce, 
and from 1895 to 1899 he had four horse-and-cart teams based at Mechanics Bay. The business 
was able to prosper and grow due to the high standards of quality and value of goods sold. 
Describing the success of Chan Dah Chee’s business, the Auckland Star (3 December 1927: 12 )
wrote: “The firm has had a most successful history, for the reason that the endeavour has always 
been made to give the utmost satisfaction to the public, and thus business connections made have 
always been maintained.” It was the success of his gardens that enabled Chan Dah Chee to move 
into other business enterprises, including running dining rooms in the city from the late 1880s. As 
well as further leases on market gardens in other parts of Auckland, other business interests 
included the successful exportation of wood ear fungus back to China, as well as banana and 
ginger plantations in Fiji, which ensured a continuous supply of bananas for the shops and ginger 
for his pickling factories. Chan Dah Chee typified upward mobility, from an itinerant market 
gardener to becoming a member of the politically aware and influential wealthy merchant class.
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Excavations at carlaw park

Although the Carlaw Park excavations revealed other domestic and industrial areas and phases of 
occupation (Bader and Adamson 2011), this paper focuses on the evidence of Chan Dah Chee’s 
occupation.

Features relating to this occupation include the foundations of a house with a chimney and a 
paved courtyard (Figures 3 and 4), surrounded by wood lined drains and channels. Also recorded 
was a brick structure thought to be a communal oven or fireplace. A brick pathway ran from the 
paved courtyard to the stream edge, where a wood lined area, thought to be a washing station, was 
situated. An elderly member of the Ah Chee family recounted a story of her mother having lived 
at the property as a youngster and recalling lying on the edge of the bank and scooping eels from 
the creek (Bader and Adamson 2011: 124). Throughout the site were varied concentrations of 
Chinese artefacts including many intact ceramic vessels, mainly within fill layers and also in a 
rubbish dump within a disused water race from a previous industrial European phase.

Evidence of gardening soil was also uncovered. This was a darker brown soil rich in humus 
and cultural material including broken Chinese ceramics and dinnerware, broken bottles and 
discarded metal items. Artefacts found in this area also included gardening implements such as 
hoes and shovels. In the water race items found included glass bottles and Chinese ceramic 
vessels, a great number of which were intact (Figure 6). Towards the bottom the fill was 
predominantly metal vessels such as iron pots. This material was analysed as a single context and 
forms the bulk of the material presented here. It is likely that this rubbish disposal was related to 
a major re-building phase in 1902, dated by dendrochronology (Boswijk 2011). Artefact dates are 
consistent with this interpretation.

Figure 2 Chan Dah Chee surrounded by his grandchildren and the children of his nephew Sai Louie, ca 
1918. Photo courtesy of Bruce Ah Chee.
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Figure 5 Chinese stoneware containers as fill in and around one of the drains.

Figure 4 Paved courtyard.
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Figure 7 Family members assisting with artefact processing.

Figure 6 Chinese ceramic containers in the fill of the mill water race.
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Large quantities of material were recovered from the site, with Chinese ceramic material, 
particularly brownwares, dominating the artefact assemblage. Initial sorting and cleaning was 
carried out on site with assistance of some of Chan Dah Chee’s descendants (Figure 7). Once in 
the laboratory, artefacts were sorted and catalogued according to their vessel fabric and a 
minimum vessel count (MVC) was based around achieving a “sensible minimum” (Brooks 2005: 
23). The artefacts were also catalogued according to functional interpretive categories following 
South (1977), and utilising Praetzellis and Praetzellis’ (2004) adaptations for 19th–20th century 
sites, with some changes to reflect the types of artefacts found in the New Zealand historic period. 
Sampling was undertaken in order to reduce the volume needing analysis, although the fill of the 
water race was analysed completely. This feature contained mostly Chinese material, together 
with a number of European products, mainly ceramics and glass. Other material from general fill 
contexts was sampled according to completeness of the vessel, in the case of glass and ceramics, 
and uniqueness of individual items, i.e., whether an item could further contribute to the ‘story’ of 
the site. The Chinese material was generally classified using terminology described in Ritchie’s 
(1986) work on the South Island Chinese in the 19th century.

The main types of distinctively Chinese wares found in Chinese sites (Muir 2003; Lydon 
1999; Wegars 1988; Hellmann and Yang 1997; Ritchie 1986) are:
• Chinese brownware: a brown-glazed stoneware used for utilitarian food storage and alcohol 

and sauce containers, with fabric ranging from grey to buff and glazes from dull brown to 
very lustrous, not usually extending to the base – one of the most commonly recovered 
Chinese wares;

• Chinese green glazed ware: a green glazed stoneware, often with moulded decoration, used 
for food containers, including ginger jars;

• Chinese porcelain: including ‘Celadon’ wares with a blue-green glaze, and decorated 
porcellaneous wares such as ‘Four Seasons’ (also known as ‘Four Flowers’) and other 
overglaze polychrome enamel designs, generally used for tableware such as rice bowls, wine 
cups and spoons;

• Chinese stoneware: used for a wide group of vessels including food storage containers such 
as blue-grey ginger jars, and storage jar lids.

importing goods

A large quantity of ceramic vessels was excavated and most of these were food storage containers, 
many being complete. One hundred and eighty-three of the ceramic vessels identified were 
imported Chinese brownware (Figure 8). In addition to fragmented brownware vessels there were 
61 complete spouted jars, and 60 complete ng ka py or liquor bottle (Figure 8); to recover this 
many complete Chinese vessels from an archaeological site is rare. Other brownware vessels 
recorded include an unusual tall shouldered jar, as well as wide mouthed jars. Also recovered were 
a number of green glazed ginger jars (Figure 9), and fragments from one large brownware barrel 
jar. Barrel jars were originally used to transport goods such as sheet sugar but were reused to store 
rice or other dry goods, or possibly to collect rain water outside (Hellmann and Yang 1997: 187).

These ceramic vessels relate to Chan Dah Chee’s importing business. He was known to 
import Chinese liquor and a letter from a customs agent to New Zealand Customs in 1886 notes:

With reference to the Chinese wine imported from Hong Kong via Sydney by Ah Chee … the 
importer particularly requests that the sample in your possession may be sent to Wellington to be 
tested there, as the wine is new and therefore has the fiery taste so much like that of a spirit (Hill n.d.).
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Figure 9 Tall shouldered storage jar (left) and ginger jar (right).

Figure 10 Wide mouthed food storage jar (left) and barrel jar (right).

Figure 8 Chinese brownware spouted jar (left) and brownware liquor, or ng ka py, container (right).
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It is not known who Chan Dah Chee was supplying with these goods. That such a large 
quantity of containers was found suggests that the contents were being consumed on site, 
although some of the goods may have been for redistribution in other containers, either for resale 
or as gifts. The presence of Chinese items such as ginger jars has been noted in European 
archaeological sites, and may be explained by the cultural practice of guanxi (Lydon 1999: 153); 
it is possible some of Chan Dah Chee’s imports were destined to be used in this manner.

Chan Dah Chee’s extensive Fijian business interests were also reflected in exotic items 
present in the floral and faunal assemblage such as coconuts, peanuts and a piece of unpolished 
turtle shell.

Gambling and other recreational pursuits

Auckland by night! If you want to see another ‘shady corner’ come with me to a Chinese 
gambling hell [sic]. There are several. We can take our choice. This dingy wooden building is 
where John and his friends meet night after night to play fan-tan, drink some fiery abomination 
out of wicker covered jars, and smoke opium. Phew! … And who are these people taking a hand 
in what is going? Surely not Mr –– and Mr –– and Mr ––? (Observer 26 January 1889: 3).

Gambling by Chinese, and its association with opium use, were frequently criticised as sinful and 
immoral. However, the above quote highlights the hypocrisy surrounding the Chinese and their 
gambling dens where, under cover of darkness, many a European would be found also partaking 
in these activities. Chinese gambling dens were often raided by police, and Chan Dah Chee’s 
responsibility towards his workers, who were probably his kinsmen, extended to offering to 
provide a bond when some were arrested (Observer 12 August 1899: 2).

Gambling was a distinctive traditional Chinese recreational activity, and associated artefacts 
are often found on Overseas Chinese archaeological sites (Costello et al. 2008). In the Carlaw 
Park assemblage a small number of items associated with Chinese gambling were identified, 
probably for playing fan-tan.

A total of 30 small white glass gaming pieces, pak chu “white pearls”, and eight black 
pieces, hak chu “black pearls”, were found in various contexts throughout the excavated area and 
these probably reflect accidental loss. It is common that the white counters are found in higher 
numbers than the black ones, probably due to the black pieces being five times higher in value 
than the white (Greenwood 1996: 94). According to Culin (1891), Chinese coins had a value that 
was one tenth of the white counters. Eleven Chinese wen coins (known as “cash” or ts’in tsz) were 
found in the site, all in very poor condition. It has been generally stated by archaeologists that 
these coins were not used by Overseas Chinese as currency, but used as gaming counters (e.g., 
Ritchie and Park 1987), as talismans or in medicinal treatments (Costello et al. 2008). While 
medicinal or talismanic use cannot be ruled out, the use of coins in gaming seems more likely 
given the presence of other gambling artefacts. The small numbers of gaming pieces would 
suggest that localised rather than highly organised gaming was being conducted on site, probably 
among Chan Dah Chee’s workers.

It is not known whether Chan Dah Chee condoned the practice of gambling and use of 
opium; however in Sydney, Australia, the Chinese elite actively campaigned against opium use 
(Lydon 1999: 76). While a small number of items associated with tobacco smoking were found, 
no items specifically associated with opium smoking were identified and it is possible that Chan 
Dah Chee tried to limit use among his workers on site. This is backed up by a document showing 
that in 1902 Ah Chee, along with other prominent Chinese Aucklanders James Ah Kew and 
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Thomas Quoi, were given copies of a New Zealand law document, translated into Chinese, 
relating to prohibition of importation of opium for smoking (Glasgow n.d.). Alcohol, however, 
was clearly being consumed on site. Aside from the ng ka py bottles that contained Chinese 
alcoholic liquor, there were a number of other European alcohol bottles, mostly beer, gin and 
schnapps, including 32 recorded from the water race.

Feng shui

The orientation of the house is 22° east of New Zealand Grid North (Figure 3). Earlier or 
contemporary structures like the mill buildings and the pits of the tannery, as well as the 
contemporary rope walk west of the Chinese garden precinct, are all orientated differently to the 
Chinese house. Its orientation is close to magnetic north. The common practice of feng shui 
among Chinese was widely used to orientate buildings and locate building sites in reference to 
local features such as bodies of water. The location of the house close to the stream and the 

Figure 11 Path leading from courtyard towards a beech tree.
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orientation of the house independently of other structures nearby would suggest that feng shui 
was practised to locate and orientate the building site.

From the courtyard, east of the house, a small path ran towards the stream ending underneath 
a large beech tree. There seems to have been no stream crossing in this area. It is possible that the 
path led simply to a bench to relax after a long day. It is also possible that the path led to a small 
shrine underneath the beech tree overlooking the stream (Figure 11). It seems unlikely that 
Chinese religious practices ceased when traditional business practices continued, and thus the 
location and orientation of the house as well as the relationship between the tree along the stream 
edge and the brick path are not likely to be accidental.

the historical archaeology of life in the garden of prosperity

Here we relate the archaeological material recovered to elements of daily life, work and traditional 
practices for Chan Dah Chee, his family and his workers. Many of the artefacts exemplify the 
close ties between business and family life, and also show both traditional and non-traditional 
items being used in culturally specific ways.

Work in the market garden

Crucial to the development of Chan Dah Chee’s business was access to a steady source of labour, 
and he ensured this through his assistance to Chinese workers coming to Auckland, where he 
provided work and accommodation at the gardens. These men were probably from his wider 
kinship network in China and were sponsored by payment of travel expenses and the poll tax. 
They were offered work in the market gardens, fruit shops and his other enterprises, and he also 
employed workers to distribute vegetables to boarding houses, hotels or directly to his shops once 
he had established his retail outlets. Some of the men working at Chan Dah Chee’s garden were 
named by Alexander Don as living at “Ah Chee’s gardens, Parnell” in 1904 (Ng 1993: 160).

Kinship connections were an important factor in Chinese emigration, although crimps 
recruiting from the villages of South China used a number of means to entice would be migrants, 
including payment of gambling debts and promises of fortunes (McKeown 1999: 316; Pan 1990: 
47). The migration of Chinese labour was well organised, with a clan official, headman or 
merchant often facilitating emigration for a group. A credit-ticket system was common, where the 
headman would pay for the passage of individuals or groups (Cronin 1982). Migrants arriving 
under a credit-ticket were already in debt for their passage, and this debt was paid off either by 
relatives or friends, or transferred to brokers and employers (McKeown 1999; Pan 1990). Often 
the headman brokering emigration for a group was himself a returned emigrant (Pan 1990: 44). 
Once in the country of emigration, the indebted immigrant often received accommodation and 
food and possibly a wage, but much of their profit went to repaying their debt to their creditor 
(Cronin 1982: 19). Most emigrants to the New Zealand goldfields arrived under a credit-ticket 
system which was used by more wealthy Chinese as a means to recruit extra labour, while still 
retaining the loyalties of ties to home (Ng 1993: 11). John Ah Tong, witness in the 1871 
Government Select Committee into Chinese immigration, stated that most Chinese in New 
Zealand were here “under engagement to masters for three years” (AJHR 1871 H5: 5). We don’t 
know if Chan Dah Chee’s workers at the market gardens came to New Zealand under such a 
credit-ticket system but their living in the garden precinct indicates that it is likely.

A number of items directly related to Chan Dah Chee’s market gardening activities were 
identified in the archaeology, including shovels and spades, hoes, grubbers, rakes, forks, a 
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sickle, seeding implements and horseshoes (Figure 13). These items are poignant reminders of 
the types of activities and hard manual labour that were carried out on a daily basis by Chan 
Dah Chee, his family and his workers.

It is probable that traditional methods of cultivation were used, where seeds were saved from 
harvest to harvest and seedlings tended until maturity. Watering was probably carried out through 
the use of a bamboo pole with buckets attached to each end. It was common to use draught horses 
to till the soil, and in Auckland’s warm climate at least two or even three crops could be grown 
from the same piece of land each year (Lee and Lam 2009). Pollen analysis from the site showed 
the presence of brassicas (possibly cabbage), carrots, parsley, beans and corn as well as wheat, 
oats, barley and rye (Cummings et al. 2011). The vegetables were often sold directly to Auckland 
housewives by hawking produce from house to house, and in Epsom the hawkers were described 
as “Chinese with pigtails and cone shaped straw hats with long poles over their shoulders, and 
baskets suspended from each end with vegetables” (Bush 2006: 77). However, Chinese produce 
was not just purchased by housewives. By the late 1800s all the vegetables used in Bellamy’s 
restaurant in Parliament House in Wellington were grown by Chinese. It was argued that, as the 
work was too arduous and the profits too meagre for the white labourer, to do without Chinese 
grown vegetables would mean doing without vegetables altogether (Observer 18 July 1896: 2).

By 1905, with the purchase of 35 acres in Avondale, it is likely that the relatively small 
garden at Gillingham Street became a depot for processing and packing vegetables as it was close 
to the shops on Queen Street. Some of this processing and preparation probably included washing 
the items in the wood lined washing station excavated alongside the stream (Bader and Adamson 
2011). At the turn of the century the precinct at Gillingham Street had grown to a substantial 
complex with a number of buildings.

Health

While opium seems not to have been smoked on site there were 13 small glass vials found on the 
site (Figure 14) that are associated with possible opium use, though they may have contained a 
range of traditional Chinese herbal medications in addition to tincture of opium (Lydon 1999: 
101). The water race also contained 32 pharmaceutical bottles, mostly from various Auckland 
dispensing chemists, and it is probable that many of these medications also contained opiates. 
Interestingly, no patent medicine bottles were present in the water race, although some were 
found in other parts of the site. Low states there was a limited use of patent medicines by Chinese 
from South Island goldfield sites, as they tended to prefer dispensed or traditional medicines (Low 
2005: 116) and were also reticent to visit European doctors (Ritchie 1986).

Seven bone handles from toothbrushes were found, with five of these coming from the drain 
fill around the Chinese house, suggesting this is where ablutions took place.

Foodways and kitchen ch’ing

In traditional Chinese society food was used to form and maintain social bonds, with meals 
usually eaten communally among family, friends and workers, either at home or at tea shops 
(Lydon 1999: 91). While the traditional diet in Guandong was rice based, pork was an important 
protein source with chicken reserved for special occasions (Piper 1988), although both were 
considered luxuries (Lydon 1999). Pork was the most commonly represented in the faunal 
remains from the Chinese occupation of Carlaw Park, but sheep, duck, chicken and beef were also 
identified (Bader and Adamson 2011). Faunal remains from Chinese mining sites in Central 
Otago show a tendency for meat to be mostly pork and sheep, and  meat was supplemented by 
rice, vegetables, European canned foods and imported Chinese goods (Piper 1988; Ritchie 1986).
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Figure 13   Gardening tools.

Figure 12   Washing station consisting of a wood-lined trough cut into the natural silt on the stream edge, 
close to a wooden boxed stone platform reaching over the bank into the stream.
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Figure 14   Turtle shell, coconut husk, and peanut shell (top), Chinese coins or “cash” (middle) 
and small glass vial (bottom).
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Figure 15   Celadon rice bowl with internal motif (left) and bottom of rice bowl (right).

Figure 16   Cooking spoon (top) and meat cleaver (bottom).
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The kitchen was considered the centre of family life in the 19th century Chinese household, 
and was often the largest room in the house, with a charcoal range and almirahs (cupboards) filled 
with ceramics for ceremonial and daily use. Domestic ceramics used by Chinese every day are 
described now as kitchen ch’ing (Willetts and Poh 1981). As opposed to porcelain made 
specifically for export, these types of ceramics featured as part of daily life.

It is likely that the cabinets at Chan Dah Chee’s house contained not only Chinese porcelain 
but also European tableware ceramics, as plates, a soup plate and a mixing bowl were found. The 
remainder of vessels in this category were of Chinese origin, all being manufactured from 
porcelain, and included serving and table wares, especially rice bowls and spoons. Most rice 
bowls were undecorated celadon, although some dishes, including serving bowls, were painted in 
the Four Seasons design. One rice bowl was found with an internal motif inside the base of the 
bowl representing five bats (Figure 15). Bats are considered to be a symbol of good fortune, and 
the five bats design refers to five fortunes of good luck, prosperity, wealth, happiness and 
longevity. Also found were two tiny porcelain wine bowls for serving ng ka py.

There was also evidence for traditional cooking and food preparation techniques. Two meat 
cleavers were identified (Figure 16). These were used cut meat in a traditional manner, leaving a 
distinctive imprint on animal bones. A metal cooking spoon of the sort used to stir fry was found, 
together with five chopsticks and a possible wok. Faunal remains on the site show traditional 
butchering patterns on pork and duck which, together with the meat cleavers, cooking spoon 
(Figure 16), wok and chopsticks, show the continuation of customary dietary practices. In 
addition, the presence of a number of beef cuts in the faunal assemblage that were associated with 
soup or broth making (Piper 1988: 37) fits with the traditional table ware ceramics found in the 
site and provides clues as to the type of food being consumed. However, butchery patterns on 
chicken bones indicated that European techniques were used, meaning that chicken was possibly 
purchased already butchered off site, while duck was butchered on site. It could be that chicken 
was reserved for occasions when Europeans were being entertained on the site.

Some of the food might have been destined for use in Chan Dah Chee’s dining rooms in 
Auckland. His running of dining rooms is consistent with the concept of guanxi through the 
staging of banquets and feasts to express social status (Yang 1994). It is not known whether these 
were styled along the lines of traditional Chinese tea rooms or were more European in nature. In 
Sydney Quong Tart used his tea rooms to strengthen ties with European associates, though they 
were also used by Chinese. The carefully combined Chinese elements in teas and decoration and 
European features in the food and drink blended “elements of the exotic and the familiar, creating 
a Chinese identity highly esteemed by the white community” (Lydon 1999: 164). Chan Dah 
Chee’s dining rooms were probably similar.

Family and social life

Chan Dah Chee’s business was reliant on his family as well as developing a network of business 
contacts. This is consistent with the conduct of commercial activities in Guandong where kinship 
relations were a crucial factor and money, in order to conduct business, was obtained through 
loans or credits from a local merchant who had kinship associations. Businesses were run as if 
they were an extended family (Lydon 1999: 81) and without this link it was not possible even to 
sell produce (Bowen 2011: 25). If a kinship relationship did not actually exist it was possible to 
create fictive ties for friends of the family and neighbours (Yang 1994: 114).

Once Chan Dah Chee was naturalized he was able to bring from China his future wife, Joong 
Chew Lee (Lee and Lam 2009), also known as Rain Chee (Anon. 1991) or Rain See (Taranaki 
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Herald 27 January 1886: 4). His wife was one of the very few Chinese women in New Zealand at 
that time; she understood English and read and wrote Chinese. Consequently she played an active 
role in the business (Lee and Lam 2009). The gardens over the years accommodated a large 
number of Chan Dah Chee’s family and extended family. His wife and three sons lived in the main 
house while his nephew Sai Louie, wife and young children lived in one of the adjacent cottages.

Chan Dah Chee and Joong Chew Lee had five children, all born in Auckland. Their first two 
were twins who died at birth. William Ah Chee (Chan Wah Fook) was born in 1889, Clement Ah 
Chee (Chan Wah Dong) was born in 1892, and Arthur Ah Chee (Chan Wah Ying) in 1895 (Lee 
and Lam 2009: 23). The Ah Chees were known to have lived quite lavishly, with servants to help 
with the housework and handcraft their clothes, and regular trips back to China (interview with 
Mai Sai Louie cited in Lee and Lam 2009). Chan Dah Chee’s three sons were among the earliest 
group of Chinese youths in Auckland and they had a privileged upbringing, attending Wellesley 
School and Auckland Grammar School. Appropriating useful aspects of western culture, such as 
access to education, was also common among the wealthy Chinese merchant class in Australia 
(Lydon 1999: 161), and would have been an indicator of Chan Dah Chee’s status among his kin. 
Both William and Clement worked in their father’s company, Ah Chee & Co., from an early age. 
William was also known as a competitive boxer, and in the 1920s both William and Clement 
raced cars along Muriwai Beach, with William being known for his quick starts. Chan Dah Chee’s 
nephew Sai Louie was also treated like a son (Lee and Lam 2009).

The social life and business enterprises of Chan Dah Chee would have been embedded in 
Chinese cultural practices, including guanxi, which is pervasive in traditional Chinese 
relationships. Guanxi involves the development of mutual dependence, obligation and 
indebtedness, and includes the exchanging of gifts, favours and banquets, summarised by the 
saying “receive a droplet of generosity; repay like a gushing spring” (Yang 1994: 143). Guanxi 
exchange is based on a network of family and social contacts tied together by bonds of obligation 
and reciprocity, and forms the basis of traditional Chinese business relationships (Yang 1994) in 
what Lydon (1999: 174) describes as a “cats-cradle of business contacts and obligations.” 
Business people and merchants develop long lasting relationships with others, including people 
in positions of power, and these relationships are reinforced by the staging of formal events such 
as banquets to facilitate giving favours and gifts. Accepting a gift or favour obliges the recipient 
to reciprocate, and to ensure ongoing guanxi exchange and indebtedness the repayment should go 
beyond the monetary value of the original gift, otherwise one is no longer in debt to the other 
(Yang 1994). This deeply embedded cultural aspect of Chinese life has been at the crux of 
personal and business relationships since Confucius structured rules and values surrounding 
society and hierarchical authority in the sixth century BC (Park and Luo 2001).

Using this combination of traditional Chinese cultural practice within a European dominated 
setting, Chan Dah Chee managed to become a prominent figure within Auckland social circles, 
socialising with the wife and daughters of the Governor of New Zealand at the time, Lord Glasgow:

On a recent Monday afternoon Lady Glasgow sent a note to her greengrocer (Ah Chee) that she 
and her daughters would pay him a visit at his home at Mechanics’ Bay Gardens on the following 
day. At the time appointed the ladies duly arrived, and were entertained by Mrs Ah Chee. The 
Ladies Boyle played and sang, partook of afternoon tea, fruit, etc., and the whole party (yellow 
and white) had a good time. Lady Glasgow requested a photo of the Chee family group for her 
album, and the delighted Chee immediately ordered a splendid enlarged photo. Ah Chee 
forwarded Lord Glasgow a present of half-a-dozen silk handkerchiefs from the Flowery Land. 
Aren’t the opposition greengrocers just mad! (Observer 31 March 1894: 6).
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When staging events such as the afternoon tea 
with Lady Glasgow and her daughters, the Ah Chees 
were using European ceramics to serve tea and food 
to their visitors. It was expected that Chinese 
porcelain tea bowls and tea pots would be recovered 
and identified from the site of Kong Foong Yuen, as 
this has been the case in other Overseas Chinese sites 
(e.g., Greenwood 1996; Ritchie 1986; Waghorn 
2004); however only European style tea wares were 
uncovered. The presence of two matching Willow 
pattern cup and saucer sets, a relief moulded jug and 
a Rockingham-style teapot, as well as Asiatic 
Pheasants pattern table plates, reflects the use of the 
traditional strategy of guanxi in the entertaining of 
Europeans guests by the Ah Chee family. It is 
interesting, and somewhat ironic, that the European 
ceramics were of the chinoiserie style so popular in 
Victorian times. The absence of Chinese teawares on 
site seems unusual, especially given the presence of 
other Chinese traditional tablewares and domestic 
ceramics. It is possible tea was being drunk from the 
tableware rice bowls by the workers in the market 
gardens, although this does not explain the lack of 
traditional Chinese teapots. In addition to tea, other 
non-alcoholic beverages were also being drunk on 
the site, with a number of aerated water and ginger 
beer bottles found. Most of the identified aerated 
water bottles were from local producers, such as J. 
Grey & Sons of Eden Crescent (Figure 17), Cyprian 
Nicholls of Ponsonby Road, and ‘Y Y’ The Wai Wai 
Mineral Water Company of Stanley Street, located 
just around the corner from the gardens (Bader and 
Adamson 2011: 143).

While the afternoon tea with Lady Glasgow was portrayed in a a jovial manner in the social 
pages of the Observer, what Chan Dah Chee was doing by providing tea and gifts of silk 
handkerchiefs for Lord Glasgow was practicing guanxi – offering favours and gifts as part of a 
network of relationships based on reciprocity and obligation. Whether Lord Glasgow was aware 
of this cultural practice by Chan Dah Chee is unclear but by 1896, from Chan Dah Chee’s 
perspective, the benefits were obvious, as a sign was spotted in an Auckland shop window stating 
“Ah Chee, you are appointed Purveyor of Fruit and Vegetables to the Earl of Glasgow” (Tuapeka 
Times 27 May 1896: 2). Chan Dah Chee, the Chinese market gardener, despite prevalent 
anti-Chinese sentiment, had moved well up the ladder of social status to become one of the most 
respected Chinese in Auckland at the time.

conclusion

The material remains uncovered at the site of what was known to Chan Dah Chee as Kong Foong 
Yuen provide a tangible link to a part of Auckland’s history that was all but forgotten. Chan Dah 

Figure 17 Cobalt blue Hogben patent ‘J. 
Grey and Sons’ aerated water 
bottle.
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Chee came from modest beginnings as a market gardener and hawker of produce who, through 
hard work and making the most of opportunities, became successful and prominent in his 
business activities.

The combination of historical records and archaeology provides evidence that Chan Dah 
Chee and his family and kinship group adopted strategies to become upwardly mobile and 
successful, and these strategies had their basis in traditional Chinese cultural values and social 
organisation. This is illustrated in the complexity of material culture relating to the Chinese 
presence at the site of Carlaw Park. As pointed out by Praetzellis and Praetzellis (1997: 295) 
“artifacts do not have fixed meanings that can be deduced without reference to the contexts in 
which they were used.” The Chinese at Carlaw Park used strategies that were incorporated out of 
both practicality and traditional culture in order to structure and live out their lives; the use of 
European ceramics to carry out traditional Chinese practices is one example provided here of how 
the meanings of artefacts can change depending on the context of who is using them, and how 
they are being used. The British afternoon tea ceremony was utilised by the Chinese family as a 
vehicle for guanxi to create or strengthen commercial bonds between them and influential 
families of Auckland. The focus on British teawares and the lack of Chinese teawares, especially 
teapots, in the material culture of the archaeological site, reflects this behaviour. This interpretation 
is supported by the description above of the tea party hosted by Chan Dah Chee.

After 53 years in New Zealand Chan Dah Chee and his wife, Madam Joong, left New 
Zealand to live back in China. He did not return to his home village – his success in New Zealand 
made him and his family kidnapping targets. Instead he built himself a three-storey mansion in a 
prestigious area. He also had a second wife and family living in the same house, and continued 
to be involved in various business opportunities. Chan Dah Chee’s sons carried on the business 
in Auckland until it became one of the casualties of the Great Depression about the same time 
Chan Dah Chee died, in 1930. Following on from the success of Chan Dah Chee, the family has 
produced many distinguished members in New Zealand including one co-founder of the original 
Foodtown chain of supermarkets, Tommy Ah Chee (Lee and Lam 2009). The Chinese market 
garden precinct discussed in this chapter is the founding area for this family in New Zealand.
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